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A young American visits Communist Transylvania during the closing years of the Cold War, discovering
that Communism is vampirism, and a man is better dead than undead. "Combines political dystopia, horror,
espionage thriller, black comedy, even a Boy Meets Girl story...with real substance. Worth a look." --
Prometheus, June 2000 "Reads as if written by Orwell, Stoker, Kafka, and Swift sipping spiked martinis over
at King's place. Masterful and distinct." -- Inner Sanctum, March 2001 "A fast-paced satire, dark and bloody,
strange, flawed, interesting, 'politically incorrect,' destined to be ignored by the mainstream media." --
Science Fiction Chronicle, May 2001 "A libertarian perspective inspired by Ayn Rand, Ronald Reagan's
witticims, and a quirky sense of humor. A welcome relief." -- Nuketown.com, January 2001 "A riveting,
unique, superbly written horror novel, very highly recommended for all fans of the vampire genre." --
Internet Bookwatch, May 2001 "A satiric horror fable about life in Communist Romania...with Sipos's own
personal (and sometimes ornery) twist." -- Insight, August 7, 2000 "Gruesomely hammers home the real evil
of Communism...a brilliantly evocative image and a powerful, original metaphor for Communism." --
American Outlook, Winter 2002 "One part Rambo, one part Blade and one part Catherine Zeta Jones...might
make for a very successful video game." -- The Eagle, September 5, 2000 "Sipos mainly adheres to
[historical] reality, giving Vampire Nation depth and giving the subgenre of vampire fiction a worthy
addition." -- Necropsy, Spring 2001
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From reader reviews:

Robert Jones:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important work, like
looking for your favorite e-book and reading a publication. Beside you can solve your long lasting problem;
you can add your knowledge by the guide entitled Vampire Nation. Try to stumble through book Vampire
Nation as your buddy. It means that it can to be your friend when you really feel alone and beside that of
course make you smarter than before. Yeah, it is very fortuned for yourself. The book makes you a lot more
confidence because you can know everything by the book. So , we should make new experience and also
knowledge with this book.

Carlos Wesley:

The book Vampire Nation give you a sense of feeling enjoy for your spare time. You need to use to make
your capable a lot more increase. Book can to become your best friend when you getting pressure or having
big problem with your subject. If you can make studying a book Vampire Nation to get your habit, you can
get considerably more advantages, like add your current capable, increase your knowledge about several or
all subjects. You can know everything if you like wide open and read a publication Vampire Nation. Kinds
of book are several. It means that, science reserve or encyclopedia or some others. So , how do you think
about this reserve?

Judith Carter:

Do you like reading a book? Confuse to looking for your best book? Or your book had been rare? Why so
many problem for the book? But any people feel that they enjoy to get reading. Some people likes looking at,
not only science book but in addition novel and Vampire Nation or even others sources were given know-
how for you. After you know how the good a book, you feel desire to read more and more. Science reserve
was created for teacher or maybe students especially. Those guides are helping them to add their knowledge.
In additional case, beside science reserve, any other book likes Vampire Nation to make your spare time
considerably more colorful. Many types of book like here.

Eric Ballentine:

A lot of people said that they feel fed up when they reading a book. They are directly felt this when they get
a half portions of the book. You can choose often the book Vampire Nation to make your own reading is
interesting. Your own personal skill of reading expertise is developing when you like reading. Try to choose
easy book to make you enjoy you just read it and mingle the opinion about book and studying especially. It is
to be 1st opinion for you to like to wide open a book and go through it. Beside that the publication Vampire
Nation can to be your brand new friend when you're experience alone and confuse with the information must
you're doing of that time.
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